Abstract-Some genetic diseases in human beings are dominated by short sequences repeated consecutively called tandem repeats. Once a region containing tandem repeats is found, it is of great interest to study the history of creating the repeats. The computational problem of reconstructing the duplication history of tandem repeats has been studied extensively in the literature. Almost all previous studies focused on the simplest case where the size of each duplication block is 1. Only recently we succeeded in giving the first polynomial-time approximation algorithm with a guaranteed ratio for a more general case where the size of each duplication block is at most 2; the algorithm achieves a ratio of 6 and runs in Oðn 11 Þ time. In this paper, we present two new polynomial-time approximation algorithms for this more general case. One of them achieves a ratio of 5 and runs in Oðn 9 Þ time, while the other achieves a ratio of 2:5 þ for any constant > 0 but runs slower.
Ç

INTRODUCTION
T HE genomes of many species are dominated by short segments repeated consecutively. It is estimated that over 10 percent of the human genome consists of repeated segments. About 10-25 percent of all known proteins have some form of repeated structures. Computing the duplication history of a tandem repeated region is a very important problem in computational biology [3] , [5] , [9] . A number of papers related to this problem have been published [1] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [12] .
The Duplication Model
The model for the duplication history of tandem repeated segments was proposed by Fitch in 1977 [3] and reproposed by Tang et al. [9] and Jaitly et al. [5] . The model captures both the evolutionary history and the observed order of segments on a chromosome. Let S ¼ s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n be an observed string consisting of n segments of the same length m. Let t i ; t iþ1 ; . . . ; t iþkÀ1 be k consecutive segments in an ancestor string of S in the evolutionary history. A duplication event generates 2k consecutive segments l c ðt i Þl c ðt iþ1 Þ . . . l c ðt iþkÀ1 Þr c ðt i Þr c ðt iþ1 Þ . . . r c ðt iþkÀ1 Þ b y ( a pproximately) copying the k segments t i ; t iþ1 ; . . . ; t iþkÀ1 twice, where both l c ðt iþj Þ and r c ðt iþj Þ are approximate copies of t iþj (see Fig. 1 ). Assume that the n segments s 1 , s 2 , . . . ; s n were formed from a locus by tandem duplications. Then, the locus had grown from a single copy through a series of duplications. A duplication replaces a stretch of DNA consisting of several segments with two (approximately) identical and adjacent copies of itself. If the stretch contains k segments, the duplication is called a k-duplication.
Recall that in a rooted binary tree T , each vertex may have at most one parent and either zero or two children. There is only one vertex, called the root of T , that has no parent. Those vertices with no children are called the leaves of T , while the others are called the nonleaves of T . The two children of each nonleaf v in T are distinguished as the left child and the right child of v in T , respectively. If a vertex v 1 appears on the path from the root to another vertex v 2 in T , then v 1 is an ancestor of v 2 in T while v 2 is a descendant of v 1 in T . For convenience, we view each vertex as a descendant and ancestor of itself. Two vertices are incomparable in T if neither of them is an ancestor or descendant of the other in T . Moreover, the edge between a nonleaf u and a child v of u is denoted by ðu; vÞ.
Let S ¼ hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i be a list of strings of the same length m. A duplication model for S is a rooted binary tree M embedded in the plane and armed with a partition B of the set of nonleaves of M into disjoint lists such that the following conditions are satisfied (cf., Fig. 2 ):
1. Each vertex of M is a point in the plane, while each edge of M is a straight-line segment in the plane. 2. The root of M appears at the top, while the leaves of M appear at the bottom (at the same height). In particular, the leaves of M are labeled, from left to right, by s 1 , s 2 ; . . . ; s n , respectively. 5. For every list hv 1 ; . . . ; v k i 2 B with k ! 2, the following hold:
a. v 1 , v 2 ; . . . ; v k are pairwise incomparable in M.
b. If we draw a line segment ' from v 1 to v k in the plane, then ' is horizontal, v 1 , v 2 ; . . . ; v k appear on ' from left to right in this order, and no other vertices of M appear on '. c. For every two integers i and j with 1 i < j k, the edge from v i to its right child crosses the edge from v j to its left child in the plane. 6. Two edges of M cross each other only if the crossing is specified in Condition 5c. We call each list in B a block of M. The size of a block B is the number of vertices in B and is denoted by jBj. For each integer k ! 1, a k-block is a block of size k. When we depict M via a figure, we show each block B of M with jBj ! 2 by drawing a rectangle to enclose the vertices of B. Hence, if a vertex is not enclosed by a rectangle in the figure, then it alone forms a block of M.
Each edge of M carries a cost which is simply the hamming distance between the two segments associated with the two endpoints of the edge. The cost of M, denoted by cðMÞ, is the total cost of edges of M. We remark that all our results apply to other distance measures satisfying the triangle inequality.
Since M is a tree, we can reembed it in the plane without edge crossings and without violating the first three conditions above. The new embedded tree T M is called the associated phylogeny for M (see Fig. 3 for an example). Clearly, T M is unique, its vertices one-to-one correspond to those of M, and its cost equals that of M.
Obviously, if every block in M is of size 1, then T M and M are identical. However, if one or more blocks in M are of size larger than 1, then the left-to-right order of the labels of the leaves of T M is not s 1 , s 2 ; . . . ; s n .
The Problem, Previous Results, and Our Results
Now, we are ready to state the problem considered in the paper:
Duplication History Reconstruction (DHR):
. Input: A list S ¼ hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i of strings of the same length m. . Output: A duplication model for S with the smallest cost.
For each integer k ! 1, let k-DHR denote the special case of DHR where the size of each duplication block is at most k. 1-DHR and its variants have been studied extensively in the literature [1] , [2] , [5] , [9] , [10] , [11] . In particular, Jaitly et al. proved the NP-hardness of 1-DHR and designed a PTAS for it. At present, the best PTAS for 1-DHR was given in [2] . Benson and Dong [1] and Tang et al. [9] designed exact algorithms for 1-DHR that run in time exponential in m but polynomial in n.
Unlike 1-DHR, k-DHR with k ! 2 is much harder to approximate. Indeed, as observed in [4] , we can design a trivial 2-approximation algorithm for 1-DHR as follows: Given hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i, first construct a rooted path P with n vertices, next label the vertices of P with s 1 , s 2 ; . . . ; s n in this order from bottom to top, and finally add a new child with label s i to the vertex of P with label s i for every i 2 f2; 3; . . . ; ng. However, this simple algorithm does not work for 2-DHR. To see this, consider the case where n is even,
In this case, the cost of the optimal duplication model for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i is 1, while the cost of the duplication model constructed by the simple algorithm is n À 1. Not only this simple algorithm but also the other known algorithms for 1-DHR do not work for 2-DHR. In fact, it had been elusive for a while to design a polynomial-time approximation algorithm for 2-DHR that achieves a guaranteed ratio. Only very recently, Chen et al. [2] succeeded in designing the first polynomial-time approximation algorithm with a guaranteed ratio for 2-DHR; it runs in Oðn 11 þ n 2 mÞ time and achieves a ratio of 6. 1 The main ideas behind the algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Each duplication model M for S ¼ hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i can be decomposed into smaller components which can be organized into a tree called the component tree of M. 2. The component tree of M can be transformed into a new model M 0 for S in OðnmÞ time with cðM 0 Þ 3 Á cðMÞ. 3. We can find the best component tree of a lifted model for S in Oðn 11 þ n 2 mÞ time via dynamic programming, where a lifted model for S is a model whose vertices are assigned strings in S. In this paper, we design two better approximation algorithms for 2-DHR. One of our algorithms runs in Oðn 9 þ n 2 mÞ time and achieves a ratio of 5. The other runs in polynomial time and achieves a ratio of 2:5 þ for any constant > 0. Our algorithms are of purely theoretical interest because of their high complexity. Besides the above old ideas used in [2] , our algorithms have two new important ideas. The main new idea is to show the existence of a 0.75 separator in a duplication model M, which is a set P of edge-disjoint paths such that the total weight of edges in paths in P is at most 0:75 Á cðMÞ and the paths in P can be used to decompose M into smaller components that can be organized into a tree (still called the component tree of M as before). The other new idea is to look at r-lifted models which are less restricted than lifted models. Basically, r-lifted models are similar to r-lifted phylogenies in [11] . We believe that the two new ideas will eventually lead to a PTAS for 2-DHR.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, a duplication model means one in which each block is of size at most 2.
Organization of the Paper
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give several definitions and prove several lemmas for duplication models. In Section 3, we generalize duplication models to multiroot models and define splitting vertices for them. In Section 4, we show how to use splitting vertices to split multiroot models to smaller multiroot models; we also define separators and show their relations to splitting vertices. In Section 5, we prove our main lemma that every multiroot model has a 0.75-separator. In Section 6, we use a 0.75-separator À of a multiroot model M to split M into smaller multiroot models and organize them into a tree DðM; ÀÞ called the component tree of M associated with À. In Section 7, we show how to construct a new model M 0 from DðM; ÀÞ with cðM 0 Þ 2:5 Á cðMÞ. In Section 8, we define abstract component trees for a list L of strings in such a way that the component tree of each multiroot model for L is always an abstract component tree for L. The crucial point is that the best abstract component tree for L can be computed in polynomial time via dynamic programming (cf., Section 9). The best abstract component tree for L can then be used to construct a real multiroot model for L whose cost is close to optimal. The ratio-5 and the ratio-ð2:5 þ Þ approximation algorithms are summarized in Sections 10 and 11, respectively. Section 12 concludes the paper with several remarks.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, let S ¼ hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i be a list of strings of the same length m. Our goal is to show how to construct a good duplication model for this list.
PRELIMINARIES
Fix two integers i and j with 1 i j n. Let M be a duplication model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i. Note that two strings in hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i may be identical. So, for clarity, we use ' h to denote the ðh À i þ 1Þst leftmost leaf in M for every integer h 2 fi; i þ 1; . . . ; jg. Obviously, the label of ' h in M is s h .
An edge in M is planar if it is not crossed by another edge in M. A path in M is planar if it traverses planar edges only.
Lemma 2.1. For each vertex u of M, there is a planar path P in M from u down to a leaf.
Proof. Suppose that we start at a vertex u and go down to a leaf based on the following rule: Assume that we are now at a nonleaf v. Consider a 2-block B ¼ hu 1 ; u 2 i in M. We call u 1 the left vertex in B and call u 2 the right vertex in B. Note that the edge between u 1 and its left child in M is planar, while the edge between u 1 and its right child in M is not. Similarly, the edge between u 2 and its right child in M is planar, while the edge between u 2 and its left child in M is not.
For each nonleaf u of M, we use I M ðuÞ (respectively, J M ðuÞ) to denote the smallest (respectively, largest) integer h such that ' h is a leaf descendant of u in M. The following lemma follows from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 immediately. The next lemma helps the reader understand how a nonleaf covers another in M or how two nonleaves become unrelated in M.
Lemma 2.5. Let u and v be two nonleaves in M. Let P u (respectively, Q u ) be the path from u to ' IM ðuÞ (respectively, ' J M ðuÞ ). The next lemma helps the reader understand how a nonleaf crosses another in M.
Lemma 2.6. Suppose that a nonleaf u crosses another v in M.
Then, the path Q u from u to ' JM ðuÞ in M and the path P v from v to ' IM ðvÞ in M cross each other exactly once and, hence, there is exactly one 2-block B u;v in M whose left vertex is on Q u and whose right vertex is on P v .
Proof. Let P u (respectively, Q v ) be the path from u (respectively, v) to ' IM ðuÞ (respectively, ' JM ðvÞ ) in M. Since I M ðuÞ < I M ðvÞ < J M ðuÞ < J M ðvÞ, at least one of P u and Q u has to cross at least one of P v and Q v in M. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, P u and P v do not cross each other and neither do Q u and Q v . Thus, either Q u and P v cross each other or P u and Q v cross each other. As in the proof of Lemma 2.5, we can show that P u and Q v do not cross each other. Hence, Q u and P v cross each other. We also know that they can cross each other at most once because Q u goes down all the way to the right while P v goes down all the way to the left. Thus, they cross each other exactly once. t u
We call the block B u;v in Lemma 2.6 the witness block for the ðu; vÞ-crossing in M.
The following two lemmas help the reader understand the relations between unnested nonleaves in M and have been proved in [2] . Lemma 2.7. There do not exist three pairwise unnested nonleaves x, y, and z in M such that both x and z cross y in M.
Lemma 2.8. Suppose that x, y, and z are three pairwise unnested nonleaves in M such that x crosses y in M and y crosses z in M. Then, I M ðyÞ < J M ðxÞ < I M ðzÞ < J M ðyÞ and hence x does not cross z in M.
MULTIROOT MODELS AND SPLITTING VERTICES
For technical reasons, we generalize duplication models to multiroot models. Fix two integers i and j with 1 i j n. Proof. The lemma is trivially true when M has only one root. So, suppose that M has two or more roots. Then, M is obtained from a (1-root) model M 0 for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i by deleting the root x and possibly some other nonleaves.
Suppose that u 1 and u 2 are two roots in M. Toward a contradiction, assume that u 1 covers u 2 . Then, by Lemma 2.5, u 2 appears below u 1 in M (and hence appears below u 1 in M 0 too). On the other hand, x appears above u 1 in M 0 . Thus, the path from x to u 2 in M 0 has to cross the path from u 1 to ' I M ðu 1 Þ or the path from u 1 to ' J M ðu 1 Þ . In either case, some edge ðy 1 ; y 2 Þ in M 0 but not in M is crossed by some edge ðz 1 ; z 2 Þ of M in M 0 . Obviously, y 1 and z 1 together form a 2-block in M 0 . Moreover, z 1 is in M but y 1 is not. However, when we obtained M from M 0 , we would have deleted either both or none of y 1 and z 1 because they together form a 2-block. t u For a multiroot model M for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i, the left (respectively, right) boundary of M is the path that starts at the leftmost (respectively, rightmost) leaf of M and then repeats moving up to the parent of the current vertex until a root is reached. By Lemma 2.4, the left (respectively, right) boundary of M is a left (respectively, right) path in M. For example, the left boundary of the multiroot model in Fig. 4 is the path: s 1 , t 8 , t 3 , while the right boundary is the path: s 21 , t 15 .
A multiroot model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i is root-marked if each root u of M is marked either left or right such that the following hold:
. If u is the left vertex of a 2-block in M, or u is on the left boundary of M but is not on the right boundary of M, then u is marked left. . If u is the right vertex of a 2-block in M, or u is on the right boundary of M but is not on the left boundary of M, then u is marked right. Throughout the remainder of this section, let M be a root-marked multiroot model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i. Let V be the vertex set of M. We define five functions
is not a leaf of M; otherwise, R M ðvÞ ¼ ?. Since the left boundary of M is a left path and the right boundary of M is a right path, the following fact holds. Let the left-to-right order of the roots in M be x 1 ; . . . ; x k . A splitting vertex of M is a vertex v = 2 fx 1 ; . . . ; x k g such that for some integer h 2 f1; . . . ; k À 1g, x h crosses x hþ1 in M and the witness block for the ðx h ; x hþ1 Þ-crossing in M contains v. For example, the multiroot model in Fig. 4 has exactly one splitting vertex, namely, t 4 . Lemma 3.6. Suppose that k ! 3 and for some integer h with 1 < h < k, x hÀ1 crosses x h and x h crosses x hþ1 in M. Then, the right vertex in the witness block for the ðx hÀ1 ; x h Þ-crossing in M or the left vertex in the witness block for the ðx h ; x hþ1 Þ-crossing in M is a splitting vertex of M.
Proof. If the right vertex y in the witness block for the ðx hÀ1 ; x h Þ-crossing in M is not a splitting vertex of M, then y ¼ x h and so x h cannot be the left vertex z in the witness block for the ðx h ; x hþ1 Þ-crossing in M, implying z is a splitting vertex of M. We can obtain a root-marked multiroot model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s b i (respectively, hs b ; s bþ1 ; . . . ; s j i) from M l (respectively, M r ) by repeating the following step (cf., Fig. 6 ):
. If some vertex u has only one child in M l (respectively, M r ), then add a new edge from the parent of u to the child of u and further delete u together with the two edges incident to it. We call the multiroot model obtained from M l (respectively, M r ) as above the left (respectively, right) root-marked multiroot model obtained by splitting M along D M ! ðvÞ, and use e M l (respectively, e M r ) to denote it. Proof. We only prove the first assertion; the other proof is similar. Let u be a vertex of e M l that is not an ancestor of 
Proof. We only prove the first assertion; the other proof is similar. 
ð' h Þ. t u For a multiroot model N, we use cðNÞ to denote the total cost of edges in N. Similarly, for a path P in N, we use cðP Þ to denote the total cost of edges on P . The following lemma will be very useful. 
THE EXISTENCE OF 0.75-SEPARATORS
For convenience, we represent each bijection G from a set Y to a set Z as a set consisting of all pairs ðy; GðyÞÞ with y 2 Y . Moreover, if x is a root but not a leaf in a root-marked multiroot model M, then omitting x from M means the operation of modifying M as follows:
1. Delete x and the two edges incident to it from M. Case 2. M has two roots but they together do not form a 2-block in M. Let v 1 and v 2 be the left and the right root of M, respectively. One of the following three subcases must occur: Subcase 2.1. v 1 does not cross v 2 in M. In this subcase, there is an integer k 2 fi; i þ 1; . . . ; j À 1g such that ' i through ' k are the leaf descendants of v 1 in M while ' kþ1 through ' j are the leaf descendants of v 2 in M. Let M 1 be the root-marked model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s k i obtained from M by deleting the descendants of v 2 in M. Similarly, let M 2 be the root-marked model for hs kþ1 ; s kþ2 ; . . . ; s j i obtained from M by deleting the descendants of v 1 in M. For each h 2 f1; 2g, let X h , Y h , Z h , and G h be the subsets and the function computed for M h . Obviously, 
satisfy the conditions in the lemma. Case 3. M has two roots and they together form a 2-block in M. Let v 1 and v 2 be the left and the right root of M, respectively. Let N be the root-marked multiroot model obtained from M by omitting both v 1 and v 2 . Let u 1 and u 3 be the left and the right child of v 1 , respectively. Let u 2 and u 4 be the left and the right child of v 2 , respectively. One of the following five subcases must occur: Subcase 3.1. u 2 does not cross u 3 in N. In this subcase, there is an integer k such that ' i , ' iþ1 ; . . . ; ' k are the leaf descendants of u 1 or u 2 in N. Let N 1 be the root-marked 2-root model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s k i obtained from N by deleting all vertices that are descendants of u 3 or u 4 in N. Let N 2 be the root-marked 2-root model for hs kþ1 ; s kþ2 ; . . . ; s j i obtained from N by deleting all vertices that are descendants of u 1 or u 2 in N. For each h 2 f1; 2g, let X h , Y h , Z h , and G h be the subsets and the function computed for N h . If
Obviously, X, Y , Z, and G satisfy the conditions in the lemma. Subcase 3.2. u 2 crosses u 3 in N, u 1 does not cross u 2 in N, and u 3 does not cross u 4 in N. In this subcase, there are two distinct integers k 1 and k 2 such that the leaf descendants of u 1 in N are ' i , ' iþ1 ; . . . ; ' k1 and the leaf descendants of u 4 in N are ' k2 , ' k2þ1 ; . . . ; ' j . Let N 1 be the root-marked model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s k1 i obtained from N by deleting all vertices that are not descendants of u 1 in N. Let N 2 be the root-marked 2-root model for hs k 1 þ1 ; s k 1 þ2 ; . . . ; s k 2 À1 i obtained from N by deleting all vertices that are descendants of u 1 or u 4 in N. Let N 3 be the root-marked model for hs k 2 ; s k 2 þ1 ; . . . ; s j i obtained from N by deleting all vertices that are not descendants of u 4 in N. For each h 2 f1; 2; 3g, let X h , Y h , Z h , and G h be the subsets and the function computed for N h . If
Obviously, X, Y , Z, and G satisfy the conditions in the lemma. Subcase 3.3. u 1 crosses u 2 in N and u 2 crosses u 3 but u 3 does not cross u 4 in N. In this subcase, there is an integer k 2 such that ' k 2 , ' k 2 þ1 ; . . . ; ' j are the leaf descendants of u 4 in N. Let N 0 be the multiroot model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s k 2 À1 i obtained from N by deleting the descendants of u 4 in N. By Lemma 3.6, u 2 has a descendant x 2 in N 0 that is a splitting vertex of N 0 . Let For each h 2 f1; 2; 3g, let X h , Y h , Z h , and G h be the subsets and the function computed for N h . If
By Lemma 4.2, X, Y , Z, and G satisfy the conditions in the lemma. 
Þg. By Lemma 4.2, X, Y , Z, and G satisfy the conditions in the lemma. t u For example, for the duplication model M in Fig. 2 , the sets X, Y , Z, and the bijection G constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.1 are f1; 2; 5; 6; 7; 9; 11; 12; 15; . . . ; 18g, f3; 8; 10g, f4; 13; 14g, and fð3; 4Þ; ð8; 14Þ; ð10; 13Þg, respectively. Proof. Consider the three subsets X, Y , Z and the bijection G obtained by applying Lemma 5.1 with i ¼ 1, j ¼ 1, and the root of M marked left. We construct a multiset L as follows:
we add h to L; otherwise, we add GðhÞ to L. We are now ready to construct À from L as follows:
1. Sort the integers in L in nondecreasing order. 2. Let L 1 (respectively, L 2 ) be the set of integers that appear in odd (respectively, even) positions in L.
If the total cost of paths in the set
does not exceed the total cost of paths in the set
For example, if the cost of every edge is 1 in the duplication model M in Fig. 2 , then the 0.75-separator constructed in the proof of Lemma 5.2 is f' 2 ; ' 3 ; ' 5 ; ' 7 ; ' 9 ; ' 10 ; ' 12 ; ' 14 ; ' 15 ; ' 17 g.
THE COMPONENT TREE OF A MULTIROOT MODEL
For each vertex v of M, let sðvÞ denote the string assigned to v in M. Moreover, for a list L of vertices in M, let sðLÞ denote the list of strings assigned to the vertices in L. Furthermore, for two strings s 0 and s 00 , let dðs 0 ; s 00 Þ denote the hamming distance between them.
Let M be a root-marked multiroot model with at most five roots for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i. Let À be a separator of M. We will use À to decompose M into components. Each component N will be a root-marked multiroot model with at most five roots for a list hs i 0 ; s i 0 þ1 ; . . . ; s j 0 i with i i 0 j 0 j. We call the triple ðsðLÞ; i 0 ; j 0 Þ the signature of N, where L is the list of roots in N (ordered from left to right). If j 0 > i 0 , then N will be decomposed into smaller components. In summary, we will start with M and obtain a lot of components. These components will then be organized into a tree DðM; ÀÞ. Each node of DðM; ÀÞ corresponds to a component N, is labeled with the signature of N, and is given a type which roughly shows how N is obtained. We call DðM; ÀÞ the component tree of M associated with À (see Fig. 8 for an example). We construct DðM; ÀÞ by induction on the total number of vertices and edges in M as follows.
In the base case, j ¼ i and M has only one vertex; we let DðM; ÀÞ have only one node, label the node with the signature of M, and call it a type-0 node.
Suppose that M has two or more vertices. Then, depending on how many roots are in M and whether they cross each other in M, we distinguish four cases. In each case, we first create a root node for DðM; ÀÞ and label it with the signature of M. Then, we proceed to grow DðM; ÀÞ in each case as follows: Case 1. M has only one root. Let u be the root of M. Consider the root-marked 2-root model N for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i obtained from M by omitting its root. We construct DðN; ÀÞ recursively, then let the root of DðN; ÀÞ be the unique child of , and further let the weight of the edge between and its child be d sðuÞ; sðL M ðuÞÞ ð Þ þd sðuÞ; sðR M ðuÞÞ ð Þ . We also call a type-1 node.
Case 2. M has two or more roots and there are two consecutive roots which do not cross each other in M. Let v 1 ; . . . ; v k be the roots in M (ordered from left to right). Let h be the smallest integer in f1; . . . ; k À 1g such that v h does not cross v hþ1 in M. There is an integer b 2 fi; i þ 1; . . . ; j À 1g such that ' i through ' b are the leaf descendants of v 1 through v h in M, while ' bþ1 through ' j are the leaf descendants of v hþ1 through v k in M. Let M 1 be the rootmarked multiroot model for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s b i obtained from M by deleting the descendants of v hþ1 through v k in M. Similarly, let M 2 be the root-marked model for hs bþ1 ; s bþ2 ; . . . ; s j i obtained from M by deleting the descendants of v 1 through v h in M. For each h 2 f1; 2g, let À h be the set of those v 2 À such that v is also a leaf in M h . We construct DðM 1 ; À 1 Þ and DðM 2 ; À 2 Þ recursively, then let the root of DðM 1 ; À 1 Þ be the left child of while let the root of DðM 2 ; À 2 Þ be the right child of , and further let the weight of each edge between and its child be 0. We also call a type-2 node.
Case 3. M has two or more roots, every two consecutive roots in M cross each other, and there is a splitting vertex v in M such that D M ! ðvÞ ends at a leaf vertex in À. Let v be the Fig. 8 . The component tree of the duplication model M in Fig. 2 associated with À ¼ f' 2 ; ' 3 ; ' 5 ; ' 7 ; ' 9 ; ' 10 ; ' 12 ; ' 14 ; ' 15 ; ' 17 g, where the type of each node is given near the node, the weight of each edge is omitted, and the label ðhs i i; i; iÞ of each leaf is simplified to s i .
has either two or three roots. We distinguish two subcases as follows: Subcase 4.1. M has a root contained in no 2-block in M. In this subcase, we can use Lemma 4.7 to show that exactly one root u in M is not contained in a 2-block in M. Consider the root-marked multiroot model N for hs i ; s iþ1 ; . . . ; s j i obtained from M by omitting u. We construct DðN; ÀÞ recursively, then let the root of DðN; ÀÞ be the unique child of , and further let the weight of the edge between and its child be d sðuÞ; sðL M 
We construct DðN; ÀÞ recursively, then let the root of DðN; ÀÞ be the unique child of , and further let the weight of the edge between and its child be
We also call a type-4.2.h node if v 1 is the hth leftmost root in M. Note that 1 h 2. We use cðDðM; ÀÞÞ to denote the total weight of edges in DðM; ÀÞ. Lemma 6.2. cðDðM; ÀÞÞ cðMÞ þ 2 P u2ÀÀf' i ;' j g cðU M ðuÞÞ.
Proof. By induction on the total number of vertices and edges in M. The proof is in parallel with the construction of DðM; ÀÞ. So, we will inherit the notations used in the construction. The base case corresponds to the base case in the construction of DðM; ÀÞ. In this case, the lemma is clearly true because cðMÞ ¼ 0 and cðDðM; ÀÞÞ ¼ 0. So, suppose that M has at least two vertices. Then, the root of DðM; ÀÞ may have one or two children.
Case 1. has only one child in DðM; ÀÞ. This case corresponds to Case 1, Case 4.1, or Case 4.2 in the construction of DðM; ÀÞ. By inspecting these cases, one can easily see that cðMÞ ¼ cðNÞ þ w and cðDðM; ÀÞÞ ¼ cðDðN; ÀÞÞ þ w, where w is the weight assigned to the edge between and its unique child in DðM; ÀÞ. So, by the inductive hypothesis, Case 2. has two children in DðM; ÀÞ. This case corresponds to Case 2 or Case 3 in the construction of DðM; ÀÞ. By inspecting Case 2,
Àf'i;'jg cðU M ðuÞÞ;
where the first inequality follows from the inductive hypothesis and the second follows from the fact that 
CONSTRUCTING MODELS FROM COMPONENT TREES
We inherit the notations in Sections 2 and 6. Recall that the label of each node in DðM; ÀÞ is a triple ðS; i; jÞ, where S is an ordered nonempty list of at most five (possibly not distinct) strings and i and j are two integers with 1 i j n. For convenience, we call S the string list of . We show how to use DðM; ÀÞ to construct a duplication model M 0 for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i such that cðM 0 Þ cðDðM; ÀÞÞ (see Fig. 9 for an example). In the construction of M 0 , we will only use the label and the type of each node in DðM; ÀÞ, i.e., we will not look at the topology of M and will not look at À, either.
The construction of M 0 indeed involves constructing a multiroot model M 0 ðÞ for each node of DðM; ÀÞ. We will maintain the invariant that M 0 ðÞ has jSj roots labeled by the strings in S, where S is the string list of . The processing of will depend on its type. Since the possible types of one-to-one correspond to the cases in Section 6, we construct M 0 ðÞ by distinguishing several cases as follows:
Type 1 (cf., Case 1 in Section 6). We create a new root for M 0 ðÞ, assign it the unique string in the string list of , and connect it to the roots of M 0 ð 1 Þ by two new edges. Note that the total cost of the two new edges is exactly the weight of the edge between and 1 in DðM; ÀÞ.
Type 2 (cf., Case 2 in Section 6). We just put M 0 ð 1 Þ on the left of M 0 ð 2 Þ. 
ABSTRACT COMPONENT TREES
An obvious but very crucial property in the construction of M 0 from DðM; ÀÞ given in Section 7 is that the construction of M 0 only depends on the label and the type of each node in DðM; ÀÞ. This motivates us to define abstract component trees (independently of duplication models) for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i in which each node will have a label and a type just like a node in DðM; ÀÞ.
In order to define abstract component trees for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i, we need to define several other terms first. Let S be a set of strings such that fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n g S. An Squadruple is a quadruple ðL; i; j; tÞ, where L is a nonempty list of at most five strings in S, i and j are two integers with 1 i j n and j À i þ 1 ! jLj, and t satisfies the following conditions:
. We define abstract component trees for S-quadruples ðL; i; j; tÞ by induction on jLj þ j À i. In the base case where jLj þ j À i ¼ 1, an abstract component tree for ðL; i; j; tÞ is a rooted tree with only one node (the root) which is labeled with ðL; i; jÞ and is given a type of t.
Consider the case where jLj þ j À i ! 2. An abstract component tree for ðL; i; j; tÞ is a rooted ordered tree D such that the root is labeled with ðL; i; jÞ and is given a type of t, and the following conditions are satisfied:
. If t ¼ 1, then has only one child in D, the subtree rooted at in D is an abstract component tree for some S-quadruple ðL 0 ; i; j; t 0 Þ with jL 0 j ¼ 2, and the edge ð; Þ is given a weight of dðL½1; L 0 ½1Þ þ dðL½1; L 0 ½2Þ. . If t ¼ 2, then has two children 1 and 2 in D, the subtree rooted at 1 in D is an abstract component tree for some S-quadruple ðL 1 ; i; k; t 1 Þ with k < j, the subtree rooted at 2 in D is an abstract component t r e e f o r s o m e S-q u a d r u p l e ðL 2 ; k þ 1; j; t 2 Þ, L ¼ L 1 Á L 2 , and both edges ð; 1 Þ and ð; 2 Þ are given a weight of 0. . If t ¼ 3:1, then has two children 1 and 2 in D, the subtree rooted at 1 in D is an abstract component tree for some S-quadruple ðL 1 ; i; k; t 1 Þ with i < k < j, the subtree rooted at 2 in D is an abstract component tree for some S-quadruple ðL 2 ; k; 
and the edge ð; 1 Þ is given a weight of dðL½k; L 1 ½kÞ þ dðL½k; L 1 ½k þ 1Þ. . If t ¼ 4:2:k with k 2 f1; 2g, then has one child 1 in D, the subtree rooted at 1 in D is an abstract component tree for some S-quadruple ðL 1 ; i; j; t 1 Þ with
, and the edge ð; 1 Þ is given a weight of
Let ðL; i; j; tÞ be an S-quadruple, and let D be an abstract component tree for ðL; i; j; tÞ. Note that each node in D is labeled with a triple ðL 0 ; h; kÞ and is given a type t 0 , where L 0 is a nonempty list of strings in S, h and k are integers with 1 h k n, a n d t 2 f0; 1; 2; 3:1; 3:2; 4:1:1; 4:1:2; 4:1:3; 4:2:1; 4:2:2g. Thus, we can use D to construct a multiroot model M 0 D with jLj roots as described in Section 7. We define the weight of D to be the total weight of its edges. An abstract component tree for ðL; i; j; tÞ is optimal if its weight is minimized over all abstract component trees for ðL; i; j; tÞ.
An S-abstract component tree for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i is an abstract component tree for some S-quadruple ðL; 1; n; 1Þ. An S-abstract component tree for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i is optimal if its weight is minimized over all S-abstract component trees for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i.
COMPUTING AN OPTIMAL S-ABSTRACT COMPONENT TREE
We now use dynamic programming to compute an optimal abstract component tree for each S-quadruple ðL; i; j; tÞ. For simplicity, we only explicitly give formulas for computing the minimum weight W ðL; i; j; tÞ of an abstract component tree for each S-quadruple ðL; i; j; tÞ as follows:
. For each S-quadruple q ¼ ðL; i; j; tÞ with t ¼ 0, W ðqÞ ¼ 0. . For each S-quadruple q ¼ ðL; i; j; tÞ with t ¼ 1,
where q 0 ranges over all S-quadruples ðL 0 ; i; j; t 0 Þ with jL 0 j ¼ 2. . For each S-quadruple q ¼ ðL; i; j; tÞ with t ¼ 2,
where q 1 ranges over all S-quadruples ðL 1 ; i; k; t 1 Þ and q 2 ranges over all S-quadruples ðL 2 
2 is obtained from L 2 by deleting the first element. . For each S-quadruple q ¼ ðL; i; j; tÞ with t ¼ 4:1:k and k 2 f1; 2; 3g,
where q 1 ranges over all S-quadruples ðL 1 ; i; j;
For each S-quadruple q ¼ ðL; i; j; tÞ with t ¼ 4:2:k for some k 2 f1; 2g,
Clearly, the weight of an optimal S-abstract component tree for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i is min q W ðqÞ, where q ranges over all S-quadruples ðL; 1; n; 1Þ. Moreover, the total time needed for finding an optimal S-abstract component tree for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i is OðjSj 6 n 3 þ jSj 7 n 2 þ jSj 2 mÞ. Since jSj ! n, the total time needed is OðjSj 7 n 2 þ jSj 2 mÞ. Thus, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 9.1. Given a set S with fs 1 ; . . . ; s n g S, we can compute an optimal S-abstract component tree for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i in OðjSj 7 n 2 þ jSj 2 mÞ time.
A RATIO-5 APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM
In the remainder of this paper, let M opt be an optimal duplication model for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i. By Lemmas 7.1 and 9.1, if we know the set S of strings assigned to the vertices of an optimal duplication model for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i, then we would have obtained an approximation algorithm for 2-DHR which achieves a ratio of 2.5 and runs in Oðn 9 þ n 2 mÞ time.
Unfortunately, it seems difficult to know the set of strings assigned to the vertices of an optimal duplication model for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i. As suggested in [2] , one idea to get around this difficulty is to look for a restricted type of duplication models called lifted duplication models. In a lifted duplication model, the label assigned to each nonleaf is a string in fs 1 ; . . . ; s n g. Based on a result in [10] , the following lemma has been proved in [2] .
Lemma 10.1. There is a lifted duplication model M for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i with cðMÞ 2 Á cðM opt Þ.
By Lemmas 7.1, 9.1, and 10.1, we can construct a duplication model N for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i with cðNÞ 5 Á cðM opt Þ as follows:
1. Let S ¼ fs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n g (cf., Lemma 10.1).
2.
Compute an optimal S-abstract component tree D for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i (cf., Lemma 10.1). 3. Use D to construct a duplication model N for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i (cf., Lemma 7.1).
Theorem 10.2. There is an approximation algorithm for 2-DHR that achieves a ratio of 5 and runs in Oðn 9 þ n 2 mÞ time.
A RATIO-ð ð2:5 þ Þ APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM
To achieve an approximation ratio better than 5, we cannot restrict our attention to lifted duplication models. In other words, we cannot require that all strings assigned to vertices of a duplication model for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i be a string in fs 1 ; . . . ; s n g. Instead, we just require that only a constant fraction of strings assigned to vertices of a duplication model for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i be a string in fs 1 ; . . . ; s n g. We detail the idea below. Suppose that T is a phylogeny for a permutation hs i1 ; s i2 ; . . . ; s in i of hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i. A vertex u of T is lifted if the string assigned to u in T is the same as the string assigned to some leaf descendant of u in T . If a vertex of T is not lifted then it is free. By default, a leaf is a lifted vertex. A lifted component of T is a maximal subtree C of T such that . the root and the leaves of C are lifted vertices of T while the other vertices of C are free vertices of T , and . the root of C has one child in C. Note that each nonleaf of a lifted component C other than the root of C has exactly two children in C. It is also clear that no two lifted components of T share an edge. For an integer r ! 2, T is r-lifted if each lifted component of T has no more than r À 1 leaves. The following lemma has been proved in [11] .
Lemma 11.1. For every integer t ! 2 and every phylogeny T for a list L of strings, there is a ð2 tÀ1 þ 1Þ-lifted phylogeny T 0 for L such that cðT 0 Þ ð1 þ 2 tþ1 Þ Á cðT Þ and the topology of T 0 is the same as that of T .
For convenience, we define a partially labeled semi-binary tree to be a rooted tree C satisfying the following conditions:
. The root of C has only one child, while each nonleaf of C other than the root has two children (the left and the right children). . The root of C is assigned a string in fs 1 ; . . . ; s n g and so is every leaf of C. . No string is assigned to a nonleaf of C other than the root. Let C be a partially labeled semi-binary tree. Fully labeling C is the operation of assigning one string of length m to each nonleaf of C other than the root of C. Optimally fully labeling C is to fully label C so that the cost of the resulting tree C opt is minimized over all trees that can be obtained by fully labeling C.
Lemma 11.2. For every constant > 0, we can compute a set S of Oðn 1= Þ time such that there is a duplication model M for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i such that cðMÞ ð1 þ Þ Á cðM opt Þ and each string assigned to a vertex of M is in S.
Proof. Fix a constant > 0. Let t ¼ d 2 e À 1 and r ¼ 2 tÀ1 þ 1. Obviously, there are only Oðn r Þ partially labeled semibinary trees with at most r À 1 leaves each. We compute the required set S of strings as follows:
1. For each partially labeled semi-binary tree C with at most r À 1 leaves, optimally fully label C to obtain C opt . (Comment: C opt can be obtained from C in constant time via dynamic programming because C has only a constant number of vertices.) 2. Let S be the set of all strings assigned to vertices of the trees C opt . Obviously, S contains Oðn r Þ strings and can be computed in Oðn r Þ time. It remains to show that there is a duplication model M for hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i such that cðMÞ ð1 þ Þ Á cðM opt Þ and each string assigned to a vertex of M is in S.
Let T be the associated phylogeny for M opt . Clearly, cðM opt Þ ¼ cðT Þ. For each j 2 f1; . . . ; ng, let s i j be the string assigned to the jth leftmost leaf in T . Note that hs i 1 ; s i 2 ; . . . ; s i n i is a permutation of hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . . ; s n i. By Lemma 11.1, there is an r-lifted phylogeny T 0 for hs i 1 ; s i 2 ; . . . ; s i n i such that cðT 0 Þ ð1 þ Þ Á cðT Þ and the topology of T 0 is the same as that of T . For each lifted component C of T 0 , if we ignore the strings assigned to the nonleaves of C other than the root of C, then we obtain a partially labeled semi-binary tree with at most r À 1 leaves, and so we must have optimally fully labeled it to obtain a tree C opt in Step 1 above (when computing S). The crucial point is that modifying T 0 by replacing C with C opt neither changes the topology of T 0 nor increases the cost of T 0 . Suppose that we modify T 0 by replacing every lifted component C of T 0 with C opt . Then, cðT 0 Þ ð1 þ Þ Á cðT Þ, each string assigned to a vertex of T 0 is in S, the topology of T 0 is the same as that of T , and the jth leftmost leaf is assigned s i j for each j 2 f1; . . . ; ng. Now, since the vertices of T 0 one-to-one correspond to those of T and the vertices of T one-to-one correspond to those of M opt , we can obtain a new duplication model M for hs 1 ; . . . ; s n i from M opt by simply changing the label of each vertex in M opt to that of the corresponding vertex in T 0 . Obviously, cðMÞ ð1 þ Þ Á cðM opt Þ and each string
